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Communism’s goal is to create Chaos!  U.S. governmental “authorities” tell lie 
upon lie upon lie - until the public is so fatigued they don’t know what to 
believe. 
 
The following are LIES that even many of the present-day “Truth-tellers" have 
embraced. 
 

1. Natural immunity:  Yet It’s impossible to have “natural immunity” to 
a virus that doesn’t even exist.  Even the CDC admits that Covid-19 
has NEVER been isolated.  
 
And how can you make a vaccine for a virus that has “never been 
isolated”? 

 
2. The Covid numbers rising vs. The Covid numbers are decreaing. Where 

do they get the numbers?  
 
How can you test for a virus that doesn’t even exist? 

 
3. The PCR:  The PCR test is used to “test" for Covid, HOWEVER, 

the PCR doesn’t “test” for ANY virus or bacteria, as the developer of 
the PCR test, Nobel prize-winner Kary Mullis, said repeatedly BEFORE 
his untimely (and suspicious) death right before the “Covid pandemic” 
began. 

 
4. Masks prevent transmission:  EVERYTHING the size of a virus goes 

straight through a mask. The “scientists" do the studies with 
volunteers coughing gigantic droplets of saliva and claim they don’t go 
through a mask. 
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5. How does a scientist prove that a certain bacteria causes a certain 
disease?  Koch’s postulates - but THEN they say: Koch’s postulates 
don’t work "ALL the time" - which means they CANNOT prove that 
the ANY bacteria causes any particular disease! 

 
6. Viruses CAUSE disease:  What is the proof?  Well, "Koch’s Postulates 

DON’T work for viruses," scientists say, “so we’ve abandoned them.”   
 
So, tell us what IS the Standard to prove that viruses CAUSE 
disease??   THERE is NO PROOF that viruses actually CAUSE 
disease.  (You just must believe the authorities when they SAY they 
do!!) 

 
7. Authorities say there are a Quadrillion Quadrillion (called a NONILLION 

– a word I’ve never heard before) viruses in the world ("MORE than ALL 
the stars in the universe," they admit) but only 200 of them cause 
disease!!   
 
How do you tell a virus that DOES cause disease from one that 
DOES NOT cause disease?  Scientists don’t know! 

 
8. Scientists and doctors agree that we have 39 MILLION “GOOD” 

bacteria in our gut.  They are part of our immune system.  HOW DID 
THEY GET THERE?  Scientists don’t know! 
 
How do you tell a GOOD bacteria from a BAD bacteria?  Scientists 
don’t know! 

 
9. Scientists agree there are 5 Million Trillion Trillion Bacteria (that is the 

number 5 with the addition of 30 zeros) in the world, yet fewer than 100 
(ONE HUNDRED) bacteria CAUSE disease!!!!   
 
How can you tell a bacteria that CAUSES disease from one that 
DOES NOT CAUSE disease?  Scientists Don’t Know. 
 

10.  Doctors admit that antibiotics wipe-out the GOOD bacteria in the 
gut.  Then they recommend that people go to the store and buy the 
bacteria from a COW, then EAT those bacteria.  They are called 
Probiotics and are considered “GOOD"! 
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Where does the COW get the good bacteria?  Scientists don’t know! 

 
 
Yet Dr. Antoine Beauchamp, colleague and antagonist to (Jew) Louis Pasteur 
and his “Germ THEORY”, KNEW - and told us the answer - well over 100 
years ago), as did Dr. Gaston Naessens in the last 30 years. 

 
Why has ALL of orthodox medicine REFUSED to hear what they have said?? 
 
The TRUTH is that the body MAKES its OWN Clean-up crew in a cycle 
called the Microzyma or somatid cycle. Beauchamp called them 
microzyma. Naessens called them somatids).  
 
The human body can make its OWN bacteria for the microbiome in the gut, 
through this microzyma/somatid cycle!  
 
When the body is well, these tiny micro-organisms that can only be seen on a 
dark-field microscope, are in their original state.  When the body gets sick, 
these micro-organisms can change into whatever form is necessary (a 
bacteria or a fungus) to clean up the mess of diseased tissue that we have 
caused by our bad lifestyle habits. 
 
  
Not only is almost ALL of “Science” a LIE - but “Science” is 
CONSTANTLY CHANGING.  
 
Much of what I was taught as “SCIENCE” when I was in medical school 
55 years ago, has been totally ABANDONED NOW - as “unscientific.” 
 
Since “Science is CONSTANTLY CHANGING” – How 
can anyone embrace what scientists are saying is “SCIENCE” NOW? 
 

“The ‘wisdom' of this world is FOOLISHNESS with God.” 1 Cor 3:19 
 
The BOTTOM LINE:  ALL diseases are CAUSED by the way we live, think, 
act, eat, and handle stress.   
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Doctors ADMIT that Cytokines are produced by the body in response to 
trauma, stress, sugar (refined carbohydrates), meat (especially pork and 
processed meats like bacon, sausage, ham, beef jerky), poultry, alcohol, milk 
and dairy products, and additives such as MSG and aspartame.   
 
Doctors admit that Cytokines CAUSE inflammation and the breakdown of 
tissues, leading to Disease! 
 
WE CAUSE the diseases in our OWN body by our BAD Lifestyle habits! 
 
But we also can produce the “Clean-up Crew” (bacteria and fungi) in our own 
body to clean up the mess, just like the scavengers on the earth are here to 
CLEAN UP THE MESS. 
 
Germs Don’t CAUSE disease any more than Flies CAUSE Garbage! 
 
Garbage ATTRACTS flies (and rats, mice, pigs, vultures and other vermin) to 
CLEAN UP The MESS.  In Nature, Garbage ATTRACTS the Clean-up 
Crew! 
 
It’s the SAME in our body.  We MAKE the bacteria - as the CLEAN-Up 
CREW - to CLEAN UP the mess (diseases) WE CAUSE in our body by the 
way we live, think, act, eat, and handle stress!  Bacteria are part of our 
immune system!  The 39 TRILLION bacteria in our gut (called the 
microbiome) are ONE-THIRD of our immune system! 
 
That is why God PROMISES: 
 

“If you follow My laws (ALL of God’s natural health laws) 
My Commandments (ALL Ten of them) and My decrees (meaning -  
change your lifestyle and live God’s way) I WILL keep you FREE from 
EVERY disease.”  Deuteronomy 7:11-15 

 
The CURE for ALL diseases is right there in the Bible - and the exact way I 
reversed my 4th Stage metastatic cancer 28 years ago without Poisonous 
chemotherapy, without Burning radiation and without Mutilating Surgery!  
 
But that fact (the fact that Life-style factors CAUSE disease) is abhorrent to 
Big Pharma - - - because it DESTROYS the “Germ theory” the basis of the 
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$$$$BILLIONS to be made by producing DEADLY Drugs, that NEVER cure 
ANY disease, and Vaccinations that KILL the population of the world! 
 


